Virtual Reality Class
COSC 729/477
Presentations

You are cordially invited to the Final Group Presentations for Spring 2013 semester.

1. **To Catch a Crook: 3D Hunt Game** (Anthony Barnes, Wenhao Chen, Pushkar Dahal, Rasheed Duval)
2. **Making it Rain: Emergency Response** (Devin Southern, Gema Howell, Roy Brown, Shea Brown)
3. **Interactive Flight Simulation Game** (Usha Govindaraju, Kevin Gross, Kourtney Ramseur, Keon Patrick)
4. **Remodeling of Super Mario 64 Castle grounds** (Ainsworth Williams, Monique Ogburn, Thaddeus Brown, Kenneth Edwards, Mbah Fonong)
5. **A Virtual Science Lab: Chemistry Lab** (Okikola Oyekola, Raymond Tiwang, Emanuel)

Virtual Reality Laboratory
Website: [http://cs.bowiestate.edu/~sharad/vrlab/index.html](http://cs.bowiestate.edu/~sharad/vrlab/index.html)

Date: 7\textsuperscript{th} May, 2013, Tuesday
Time: 5:00 PM
Room No. 210 CSB, Conference Room
Instructor: Dr. Sharad Shamma